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13 degrees Aquarius

The Angels of Nature
Also known as
The Angels of

Gagolchon
Beloved,

Now the time has come
for the Alpha and the Omega to manifest a heavenly state
on Earth.
"On earth as it is in heaven."
"As above, so below."

Earth was created to be a Paradise,
that was intended at the dawn of time,
by Divine Consciousness.

As the children of divine being now open their eyes to the divine within
them,
finding the kingdom of heaven within,
the divine being sustaining all creation on the outer is seen.
That is why, from the buzzing of the bees to the gurgling of streams,
nature enchants people.
Nature, in its amazing perfection, outpictures divinity, a living book of
divine being.
Enlightenment to the kingdom of heaven within
enables a person to feel the flowing of unconditional all encompassing
Cosmic Love
manifesting in creation.
In nature truth whispers on the wind,
and lies tucked in the petals of each beautiful flower.
The graceful antics of squirrels,
the shy glance of chickadees,
the majestic leap of deer,
are dances of Divine Emotion flowing
through all creation.
In nature,
the infinite library of life,
wanders the contemplative Children of Divine Love and Light.
The flight of the eagle,
the view from heights,
opens up vast vistas of insight into the nature of Infinity.
In nature,
the heart finds itself afloat
in a cosmic sea of bliss and tranquility.
In the silence hear the angels sing,
Within your heart let dreams take wing.
Explore cathedral of leaf and bough.
Go deep and grow;
the time is now.

In a natural ecosystem,
spiritual qualities manifest in varieties of interconnected forms.

Through the divine virtues of Gagolchon,
people learn to value and treasure the wonders of natural life
and re-acquaint themselves with the luxury of natural wild opulence
and majesty.

We are the guardians of all people who explore
nature.
Anyone dealing with natural science is awakened
to extraordinary genius through our inspiration.
According to the development and maturity of mankind,
we unveil successively the secrets of nature.
The soul longs to dwell in natural perfection.
The soul,
the emotions and physical form,
needs to be nurtured in the deep cosmic womb of creation
for the purpose of divine transformation and rebirth.
Living in Paradise, in nature, creates greater ecstasy than living in
artificial environments.
Instead of sitting at the head of corporate board meetings,
subject to rigid schedules,
a seeker tunes into an innate desire to sit on a mountaintop staring at
the sun,
free to stay
for as long as it feels right.
Rather than heavy hitting business meetings with win/lose energy plays,
a person rafts down dancing rivers under majestic canyon walls,
rediscovering the splendor and majesty of divine being in creation itself.

We inspire people to evolve beyond artificiality
and embrace elegant lives of simplicity
and modesty
in tune with nature.
This brings about Grace and Mercy for all,
which is the divine virtue of G of Gagolchon.
The divine virtue of Grace and Mercy shines with an emerald green
light,
and has sensations of flowing coolness,
because it is a virtue of the water element of emotion.
We instill the awareness of the original purity of all ideas in Divine
Mind
and of transformation of all imperfection.
Then flowing emotions of Grace and Mercy abound even more.
We inspire the Children of Light with the power of cognition brought
about by Love Divine
that transmutes anything
into an expression of Heaven on Earth.
We open the eyes to loving cognition
and to its natural consequences
of establishing justice and harmony in creation.
The understanding arises that nurturing and being a loving part of a

natural ecosystem
is the royal road to success and satisfaction for all.
All of the divine virtues manifest forms in nature,
and the splendor and majesty of Divine Being shines forth,
bringing youthening,
vitality
and true spiritual morality.
The divine blueprint that was intended from the beginning,
the divine blueprint of sons and daughters of the living Divine Being,
nurturing nature,
and being nurtured in turn by nature,
stimulates enlightenment through many interdimensional doorways,
according to frequencies as well as laws of analogy.
Enlightenment is the divine virtue of letter A,
which has a light blue light and the sensation of ease.
The transformation of imperfection is the virtue of umlaut A, ae.
Divine Grace and Mercy is the virtue of true Divine Blessing,
through which a Child of Light experiences such an upliftment of will,
thought,
strong flowing visceral feelings in the body, and sensations,
that when personal negative karma returns,
it bounces off,
manifesting in a symbolic way,
rather than through suffering.
This is made possible through the learning of lessons in a
pleasant way, rather than through hardship.
Divine Grace and Mercy is letter G, shining with an emerald green light.
Cognition brought about by Love Divine is the virtue of umlaut O, eu,
which shines with a dark orange light and sensations of etheric earth
penetrating everything.
Justice and harmony then manifests.
Harmony is O which shines with ultramarine blue light and sensations
of weight.
The splendor and majesty of nature is manifestation of the divine virtue
of letter L,
which shines olive green light with sensations of ease.
Clarity and perfect purity of divine emotions is the virtue of Ch,
which which shines medium violet light with sensations of flowing
coolness.
Supreme happiness is the letter N,
which shines dark red light with sensations of flowing coolness.
As above, so below.

In the other messages,
various orders of angels explain divine plans
for architecture,
roads,

technology,
mining,
farming,
and other aspects of life that work with nature
instead of against it.

Now is the time in the history of mankind that these
original ways of
living in perfect harmony with natural ecosystems are
rediscovered and manifested.
In the science of perfect harmony lies the answer to many of the
problems that people wish to solve,
especially in the path of World Service.
In this science of harmony,
true majesty and wealth
is found through balancing every polarity.
The middle path of Buddha,
the razor's edge,
lies between simplicity and complexity.
In Paradise,
the dangers and blessings of
both wealth and poverty are understood,
and the middle path of perfect balance in everything
is held in sweet sacredness.
The dark night of resisting polarities is drawing to a close,
and the peaceful dawn of sacred marriage of opposites is bringing
perfection to Earth.
We inspire sudden resurgences of divine paradigms that explode all
over the world
for restoring the pristine condition of Earth
as Paradise.
As the love and desire for doing this are fully unleashed,
then nature,
mankind
and the heavenly hosts
create powerful
whirlwinds
of change and healing.
This fulfills the grandest will of the Divine Creator.

Rejoice!
Rejoice,
for we tell you that many of the buildings
and most of the asphalt and infrastructure
placed over ancient forests,
lands
and waterways
will be transformed to manifestations of pristine purity,
better
than before.
Technologies now exist to allow the best of both worlds,
the artificial and the natural,
to be in harmony as one in the middle path.

Now the time has come
for the Alpha and the Omega to manifest on Earth.
Earth is the Paradise
that was intended at the dawn of time by Divine Consciousness.
MIRACLES

Gagolchon
GGrace and Mercy.
AWisdom and Enlightenment.
Umlaut A, aetransformation, purification, the release of imperfection
for change into a better state.
GGrace and Mercy.
umlaut O. euC ognition brought about by Love Divine, the power of
transmutation.
Ojustice and harmony.
LThe splendor and majesty of all Divine Virtues.
ChC larity and perfect purity.
umlaut O, euC ognition brought about by Love Divine, the power of
transmutation.
ODivine Justice and Harmony.
NSupreme Happiness.
Rest in nature, dear sister and brother,
Return to the arms of Sacred Mother.
Flow, oh flow, river of time
Between shores of virtue sublime.
"Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on Earth as it is in Heaven."
As above, so below.
Miracles

Everything transforms with LOVE.
Everything.
Everything on the physical plane.
Everything on the emotional plane.
Everything on the mental plane.
Everything on the spiritual plane, the plane of desire.
Let that be your first, second, and last line of defense.
For yourself and everything.
And everyone.
Through all time and space.
Inside yourself, and outside yourself.
Love conquers all.
Love that which must be conquered.
Love.
Unconditional.
God's Love is Like the Sun, It shines equally on the Good and the Bad
alike.
....and the greatest of these is LOVE...

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from

THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6, and Information of the divine virtues
and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have very important
information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.
This book is most important for understanding present day political issues.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are healed.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is!
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